
Tucson Chapter meeting, September 12, 2018 
Hachenberg & Sons Piano, 4333 Broadway Blvd., Tucson, AZ 
 
Meeting Minutes by Richard West, chapter secretary:  
 
The regular meeting of the Tucson Chapter (857) was called to order at 6:45 by President Kirby 
Tucker. Chapter members preent included Bob Anderson, Bob Conrad, Mike Erickson Neal Flint, 
Sarah Hong Soto, Jack Phelps, Kirby Tucker, and Richard West. We welcomed two guests: D. Evans,  
and Joel.  
 
Minutes from the May meeting were read and approved. 
 
Old Business: No action was taken on two issues that were discussed at the last meeting, projector 
purchase and alternate meeting sites. Richard West asked the members present if there were any 
questions about the Council session at the annual convention in Lancaster, PA. Richard was the 
chapter delegate. His delegate report is on the chapter website. Richard reminded members that the 
2019 convention is in Tucson and our chapter will be helping the home office and Institute Committee. 
A meeting with representatives from the home office and the Institute Committee will be held at Starr 
Pass Resort at 1:30 this coming Saturday, September 22, 2018. Details will be provided later in the 
week before the meeting. Interested members are free to attend.  
 
New Business: Richard West made a motion to organize a Chapter Associate Program which would set 
up 3, day-long meetings to deal with Associate issues related to the PTG exams, and general Associate 
support. The motion was seconded by Bob Anderson. After some explanation and discussion, the 
motion carried. 
 
Richard West passed along the following information: 
 
Special Convention Deals 
 
First-time convention attendee? PTG members can save $300 on 2018 registration! Only available 
when you register by calling 913-432-9975 and ask for the First-Timer Rate. 
 
New PTG member? Use your $200 off coupon for your 2018 registration. Only available when you 
register by calling 913-432-9975 and tell us that you have a new member coupon. 
 
Motion to adjourn at 7:50. Motion carried. 
 
Technical Topic: Tuning Pin Repinning 
Neal Flint, presenter 
 
Neal didn't have a formal presentation and even reported at one point in the meeting that he hadn't 
actually repinned a piano in years. One member was heard to say, "Who repins a piano any more 
anyway?" That sort of set the tone for the meeting, and encouraged a wide-ranging discussion about 
mostly pinblock related issues.  
 
Repinning procedure: 1) remove pins. 2) "ream" holes. Neil uses a gun barrel cleaner for that. D. Evans 
suggested a spoon bit. Using the correct size (diameter) is important in both cases. 3) New tuning pins 



should be 2 sizes bigger than the original pins. Since most manufacturers use 2/0, then Neal uses 4/0. 
4) Throw the replacement pins in a bag with powdered violin rosin used by violinists to rosin their 
bows. The rosin helps the pins go in and feel right after installation. 5) Before pinning swab the tuning 
pin holes with super-thin CA (cyanoacrylate) glue also known as "super glue". 6) Drive the pins in. 
Take care of your body. Use a support belt to save your back. Don't use too big a hammer. A palm 
nailer was suggested for driving in pins. There was some discussion of CA glue spot tighening pins. 
This seems to be a fairly common procedure. CA glue is toxic so it has to be used with care. Bob 
Anderson uses baby wipes over the treated area to abosorb odor. Good ventilation is also important.  
Some people have strong allergic reactions, so the customer needs to be informed of the dangers, 
especially if there are a lot of loose pins requiring a lot of CA. Jack Phelps has experimented on an old 
piano at home. One careless drop on a bass string will kill the tone. It's important to protect the action 
in a grand by removing the action or covering it before treating any pins. CA is very thin which is 
partly why it works so well. The glue migrates into any pinblock cracks or separations. Have CA glue 
remover handy, too, in case you find your finger is glued to something. In our part of the country,  
dryness may prevent CA from working. There needs to be some ambient moisture in the air to work. 
Accelerator can help. If CA doesn't work after the first application, another application right away is 
possible.  
 
There was some debate about tilting uprights to get a good CA application to flow to where it's needed. 
Some people tilt, some don't. Mike Erickson reported that he worked on a fairly new Samick with 
loose pins. They would not send him new pins without torque readings. Mike measured every pin and 
found 32 were loose. Samick sent him 32 pins.  
 
Tuning pin torque led into a discussion of tuning hammers and tuning tip styles. It was agreed that a 
thin-walled tip is required for dealing with pianos that squeeze the pins too closely together, so that 
regular tips can't fit. Some technicians change tips to match the pins. Some technicians don't.  
 
Moving up two pin sizes will affect the feel and control of the tuning pin even with resin. The bigger 
diameter is the problem. There is a type of tuning pin that is 2/0 at the top and 4/0 or larger at the 
bottom, the threaded part that is in the pinblock. The theory is that the square part at the top will fit the 
tuning lever better and make the movements feel more like a 2/0 pin, even though the working part of 
the pin is 4/0. 
  
"Show and Tell" Richard West brought a picture of an agraffe and asked attendees to identify what 
was wrong with the agraffe. Answer: The threads don't go far enough which makes it impossible to 
seat the  
agraffe without stressing it and weakening the metal close to the agraffe's base. These agraffes are 
more likely to break. Richard also brought some handouts from the most recent Phoenix chapter 
meeting. The handouts came from the 2018 convention in Lancaster, PA. One was on agraffe repair. 
 
NOTE: According to the home office, Jens Witter is no longer a member of the Tucson chapter. But he 
has said he wants to help with the convention. 


